Afghanistan-Indonesia Strive to Expand Trade Links

KABUL - A three-day training workshop held in Kabul to promote trade ties between Afghani stan and Indonesia. The Embassy of Indonesia launched a three-day training workshop in Kabul to bring awareness to traders, exporters and importers of Afghanistan and Indonesia, and broaden trade ties between them. Indonesian acting ambassador to Kabul, Sam Aryadi, said Jakarta is committed to expanding its political and... (More on Pk. 12)

Afghan Army Kills 20 Insurgents in Eastern Province

KABUL - At least 20 armed insurgents had been killed and 15 others injured since military operations were launched in Paktika province, east of Afghanistan on Monday, defense ministry said in a statement on Tuesday. "Afghan army launched operations in Barfam district of Paktika province on Monday and so far 20 insurgents including their seventh local commanders have been killed and 15 others injured," the statement said. The defense ministry didn’t mention if there were casualties on the army personnel. Taliban militants have intensified attacks in the war-torn country since launching their so-called annual spring offensive on April 25. (Nabu)

Media Role Stressed in Boosting Kabul-Beijing Ties

Journalists from Afghanistan and China held a joint annual conference, conferring on opportunities and relations between the two countries. Afghan journalists were killed over the last two weeks alone. But Afghan twist. This is how Afghanistan's first generation of female coders explain their abilities as game-makers after uploading more than 20 games on digital app stores this year. More than 20 young women in the western city of Herat have established themselves as computer experts, building apps and websites as well as tracking down bugs in computer code. Like the team of Afghan schoolgirl who rose to fame last year when they competed in a robotics competition... (More on Pk. 12)

Rahane to Lead India Against Afghanistan in Kohli's Absence

MUMBAI - Ajinkya Rahane will lead India against Afghanistan, who play their maiden test in Bangladesh in June, in the absence of regular captain Virat Kohli, the country’s cricket board (BCCI) said on Tuesday. Kohli will represent Surrey in Bengaluru in June, in the absence of regular captain Virat Kohli, the country’s cricket board (BCCI) said on Tuesday. Kohli, the country’s cricket captain, will return to lead India in Kohli's Absence Against Afghanistan

Mohajiq Rejects Rumors Regarding Verbal Clash with Gulbuddin Hekmatyar

KABUL - The second deputy chief executive of the unity government Haji Mohammad Mohajiq has rejected the rumors suggesting that a verbal clash has taken place between him and the leader of Hekmati Gulbuddin Hekmatyar. The office of the second deputy of the chief executive in a statement confirmed that a meeting was organized in ARF Palace regarding the upcoming parliamentary and district council elections. The statement further adds that various leaders of the political parties including Hekmatyar had participated in the meeting. However, the statement adds that such reports are not true suggesting that a verbal clash has taken place between Mr. Mohajiq and Mr. Hekmatyar.

This comes as reports emerged earlier suggesting that a verbal clash erupted between the two leaders regarding the launch of the electronic national identity card distributions. The reports also suggested that Mr. Mohajiq had abandoned the meeting after the verbal clash with the... (More on Pk. 12)

Hekmatyar with Gulbuddin Hekmatyar

Verbal Clash Rumors Regarding Hekmatyar with Gulbuddin Hekmatyar

Mr. Hekmatyar.

This comes as reports emerged earlier suggesting that a verbal clash erupted between the two leaders regarding the launch of the electronic national identity card distributions. The reports also suggested that Mr. Mohajiq had abandoned the meeting after the verbal clash with the... (More on Pk. 12)

“...especially the saddest sight that fortune’s...”

Quote of the Day

Thomas Carlyle

The Ministry of Communication and IT now invites expression of interest from eligible and qualified firms to indicate interest in providing the services (Consultancy firm to carry out technical study and preparation of bidding documents for: pre purchase of internet bandwidth, Feasibility study and to prepare bidding documents for government networks (Gov.Net) and OFC route survey of Wakhan corridor). The RFO can be accessed through MCIT formal website www.mcit.gov.af and www. rpa.gov.af or can visit construction affair&Consultancy service procurement Management office in 14th floor, MCIT building Muhammad Jan khan watto receive the soft copies.

Eligible consultancy firms should provide information and EOI demonstrating that they have the required qualification and relevant experience to perform the services according to the procurement rules and regulations. The RFO can be delivered in accordance to the requirements to the construction affair&Consultancy service procurement Management office in 14th floor, MCIT building from the advertisement date till 14 days after advertisement date, 2018. Late submission of EOI will not be acceptable.

See more at www.thedailyafghanistan.com